Ballarat Dog Club Championship Show
Bulla Exhibition Centre, Uniting Lane Bulla
30 January 2022
Judge Mr Kurt Morton (NSW)
We had great weather and the grounds were in good condition, although no double handler lane. The
show went smoothly, with good transition between classes and a laidback atmosphere with great
comradery amongst exhibitors. The show started with 72 entries and 59 shown (35 SC and 24 LSC),
with a breakdown below:
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Generally, classes were small in number but of great quality. Some animals were measured oversize but
were of quality to award them the highest gradings possible for their age and breed survey status. One
open stock coat male was not eligible to be graded Excellent as he is not yet surveyed. Generally,
animals exhibited were within the desired standard of size and more often than not, correct medium size
and all had correct dentition. Exhibits generally had good colour and pigmentation, were presented in
good coat and condition and had good firmness of hocks and elbows. Overall, as often seen, the
majority of the long stock coats could stand more correct in front.
There were a couple of exhibit highlights that I would like to mention, including the first two open long
stock coat females, both of excellent type and proportions. The junior and minor puppy long stock coats
not far behind them, just lacking the maturity and development of the older females.
It was enjoyable having a number of open dog stock coats exhibited, an opportunity not always available
to judges. For me, the first two were standouts in type. Unfortunately, the second placed dog gave away
a little too much in his performance on the day and wasn’t able to match to the first places enthusiasm.
The open dog winner was the eventual Best of Breed winner, who also sired a number of quality animals
in the show. This dog has commendable ring presence and presents a praiseworthy picture at all
phases. A very glamourous dog, with an exemplary forequarter of correct medium size. Progeny
included the first place, junior stock coat bitch who was not necessarily in the best coat condition, but a
quality female and very much my style. The Open stock coat bitch class although small was great quality
and I thoroughly enjoyed working my way through them. The first two differ in type but both of excellent

quality with the first place maintaining her outline better throughout the class and on her way to R/U Best
of Breed. I was delighted to see the group 5 judge award the BOB LSC R/U Best In Group.
Thank you to the club and committee for the opportunity to judge the first Victorian show of the year and
for their hospitality. Thank you in particular to Cristine Begbie, Amanda Barr, Barb Blythe (steno
extraordinaire), stewards Makaela and Arty, Ian Urie, Vince Tantaro and the show committee for a very
enjoyable day. I would again like to thank those who entered and exhibited, it was a very enjoyable day.

Cat
Place Grad Exhibit
Long Stock Coat Minor Puppy Dog
1

1

VP

TOLLERHUND GRYFFINDOR 21/06/2021 Mrs L Pretty S Eroica Ice Ice
Baby D Grundelhardt Per Sempre Y:0 M:7 D:9
Long Stock Coat Intermediate Dog
2

1

VG

5

1

EXC

4

2

EXC

3

3

EXC

*JARVINIA FIELDS OF GOLD 'A''Z' 18/03/2020 Mr P Lumley & Miss S Lee
S Beautrae Xfactor D Ch. Stobar Yalina Y:1 M:10 D:12 Height/Depth of
Chest: 65.5/29. Very large, medium strong, substantial richly coloured and
pigmented sable long stock coat male of very good type and slightly compact
proportions. Strong masculine head, good expression with very good masking
and eye colour. Slight Roman nose. Good neck, level wither, good topline,
lightly steep croup of good length. Good fore where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and short
underchest development. Correct going and coming. In movement shows very
good balance maintaining a good outline where ideally both the reach and
drive could be more expansive. Presented in very good coat condition.
Long Stock Coat Open Dog
*DERHARV THE FORCE IS STRONG 03/06/2018 Ms M Rovetto S Karabach
Night Force Az D Kanjelese High Priestess Az Y:3 M:7 D:27 Height/Depth
of Chest: 62/28. Medium size, medium strong, substantial black and gold long
stock coat male of very good type and slightly stretched proportions. Strong
masculine head, ideally the eye could be darker. Good neck, level wither, firm
back, good topline. The croup is of good lay but just slightly short. Very good
fore where the upper arm could be longer and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Should stand more correct
in front. Correct going, slightly narrow coming. In movement shows balanced
reach and drive maintaining a firm outline. Ideally the reach could be more
expansive. Presented in very good coat condition
*AUST CH LORDAVO ROYAL COMMANDER A'Z 16/11/2017 Miss K Raven
S Aust Ch Jayshell Glasgow Az D Aust Ch Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze
Az Y:4 M:2 D:14 Height/Depth of Chest: 64.5/30. Above medium size, strong
and substantial black and gold long stock coat male of very good type and
proportions. Strong, expressive head, very good masking and dark eye.
Slightly short neck into a level wither, good topline, slightly short slightly steep
croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be longer. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Should stand
more correct in front. Correct going, slightly narrow coming, elbows to firm. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps with balanced fore and
hindquarter reach where ideally the outline line could be better maintained
throughout the class. Presented in very good coat condition however should be
a little firmer overall.
*LENNY VOM TEAM ARMADA (GRC) 31/03/2017 Mr D Organ & Mrs L
Organ S Miracle Vom Shepherdland (Grc) D Gabana Feetback (Grc) Y:4
M:9 D:30 Height/Depth of Chest: 66.5/31. Oversize, black and gold long
stock coat male of good type and slightly stretched proportions. Good head,
with good masking and Roman nose, where ideally the foreface could be
stronger. Slightly short neck carried a little erect. Level wither, slight rise in the

back. Croup is just slightly short and slightly steep . Good fore where the upper
arm could be longer. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation . Good fore and
slightly short underchest. Stands not quite correct in front with long toes.
Narrow going, elbows to firm coming. In movement shows very good sequence
of steps maintaining a firm outline, however has a tendency to lift at the front
and the reach and drive could be more expansive. Presented in very good
condition.
Long Stock Coat Challenge Dog
Long Stock Coat Reserve Challenge Dog

5
2

Long Stock Coat Baby Puppy Bitch
9

1

VP

BRONBOREO DREAM ANGEL 21/09/2021 Shebelle Kennels S WulkanoUno Von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) D Bronboreo Ginger Nina Y:0 M:4 D:9
7
2
VP
DERHARV GOLD CURRENCY 10/09/2021 Mrs H Kelly S Obama Du
Montison (Imp Deu) D Derharv Pure Blonde Y:0 M:4 D:20
8
3
VP
ALLINKA WILL OF THE FORCE 29/09/2021 Ms M Rovetto S Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp Uk) D Ica Von Der Zenteiche Td (Imp Deu) Y:0 M:4 D:1
14
4
VP
CHIEFVON ANGEL 07/08/2020 Miss J Brancatisano & Miss S
Brancatisano S Eroica Ice Ice Baby D Bhuachaille Fatal Attraction Y:1
M:5 D:23
6
5
VP
VANHARLEY DAYNA MADE ME DO IT 07/10/2021 D. Colson S Xander
vom Grabfeldgau (Imp Deu) D Vanharley Oakley Y:0 M:3 D:23
Long Stock Coat Minor Puppy Bitch
12

1

VP

REICHUND JUMP THE DITCH (IMP NZ) 20/06/2021 Ms L AMLEHN J
MORRIS S Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) D Reichund Ohso
Devious Y:0 M:7 D:10
11
2
VP
RANDINKA RANDINKA TYPHON TESS 25/05/2021 Mr G Green S Chili
Della Valcuvia D Ran dinka Turkish Delight Y:0 M:8 D:5
Long Stock Coat Puppy Bitch
13

BRONBOREO WALKAWAY 01/04/2021 Ms M Rovetto S Wulkano-Uno Von
Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) D Seigen Hayos Asha Y:0 M:9 D:29 Height/Depth
of Chest:
Long Stock Coat – Junior Bitch
16

1

VG

17

2

VG

BODECKA OOH LA LA AZ 11/10/2020 Mrs J Joseph S Chili Della Valcuvia
D Bodecka Mayhem Y:1 M:3 D:19 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/27.5 Large,
medium strong, substantial, black and gold long stock coat female of very good
type and proportions. Strong but feminine head where ideally the eye could be
darker. Good neck, high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development.
Slightly wide going, correct coming. In movement shows balance with very
good reach and drive, with a good sequence of steps maintaining a firm
outline. Presented not in the best coat condition.
DERHARV GOLD LEGACY A Z 01/09/2020 Mrs H Kelly S *Karabach Night
Force D *Derharv Generation Gold Y:1 M:4 D:29 Height/Depth of Chest:
59/25. Large, medium strong sable long stock coat female of slightly stretched
proportions and very good type. Feminine head, where the foreface could be
stronger. Good neck, level wither, firm back, good topline, short but well laid
croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled.
Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and short underchest. A bitch
who ideally could have more spring of rib. Should stand more correct in front.
Wide going with hocks to firm, narrow coming. In movement shows very good
sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive. Presented not in the best
coat condition. At times she could be more enthusiastic in the ring.

18

3

VG

LORDAVO ONE OF A KIND 26/11/2020 Mr. D. Organ & Mrs. L. Organ S
*Lenny Vom Team Amada (Imp Grc) D Lordavo Midnight Fantasy Y:1
M:2 D:4 Height/Depth of Chest: 58/28. Above medium size, medium strong,
substantial black and gold long stock coat female of very good type and slightly
deep proportions. Feminine head with good masking and slight Roman nose.
Short neck carried a little erect. Normal wither, slight rise in the back, slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be
longer. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development. Should
stand more correct in front. Correct going, slightly narrow coming. Slight cast in
the tail. In movement shows good sequence of steps where the reach should
be more expansive and tends to carry the next a little erect. Presented not in
the best coat condition.
19
4
VG
ASHKENWAY YVETTE 11/09/2020 Miss SS Staub S Jayshell Nebraska D
Manprince Have A Chance Y:1 M:4 D:19 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/27.5.
Above medium size, medium strong, substantial black and gold long stock coat
female of very good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head where
ideally the eye could be darker. Short neck carried a little erect. Normal wither,
firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly forward
placed shoulder. Very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest
development. Should stand more correct in front. Slightly wide going, hocks to
firm, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps where
reach and drive should be more expansive.
Long Stock Coat Intermediate Bitch
22

1

VG

23

1

NA

SANJESSA REMEMBER ME AZ 12/07/19 Mr. Paul Stynes s UK Ch.
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp uk) D Sanjessa Queen of Diamonds Y:2 M:6
D:18 Height/Depth of Chest: 62/28.5. Oversize, black and gold long stock
coat female of good type and slightly compact proportions. Strong yet feminine
head, ears set a little wide. Good neck, normal withers, firm back, good topline.
Slightly steep croup of good length. Good fore where the upper arm could be
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Should stand more correct in
front. Slightly wide going, slightly narrow comingg. In movement shows very
good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive. Presented not in the
best coat condition and should be firmer overall.
20
2
VG
BHUACHAILLE FATAL ATTRACTION 30/08/2019 Miss J Brancatisano &
Miss S Brancatisano S Sundaneka Huggy Bear D Bhuachaille Xhibitionist
Y:2 M:5 D:0 Height/Depth of Chest:61/27. Very large, medium strong,
substantial, black and gold long stock coat female of good type and
proportions. Strong yet feminine head, good neck, level wither, good topline,
slightly short croup of good length. Good fore where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter, good fore and slightly short
underchest development. Should stand more correct in front. Correct going,
slightly narrow coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps where
the reach and drive should be more effective and the outline maintained and
should be firmer overall.
Long Stock Coat Australian Bred Bitch
GRUNDLEHARDT PER SEMPRE 12/03/2019 Mrs L Pretty S Gewalt
Tennessee Drummer (Ai) D Grundlehardt Eira Y:2 M:10 D:18
Height/Depth of Chest: 61/27.5 Very large, medium strong, substantial black
and gold long stock coat female of very good type and proportions. Strong,
feminine head with good masking and very good expression. Very good neck,
normal wither, firm back with a slight rise in the back. Slightly steep croup of
good length. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and
underchest development. Correct going, slightly narrow coming. In movement
shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive
maintaining a firm outline.

Long Stock Coat Open Bitch
24

1

EXC

25

2

EXC

27

3

EXC

26

4

EXC

*CH MAADRICA ANYA AZ RN CCD ET TD 18/08/2017 Mrs D L Cameron S
Conbhairean Karlos D Schaeferhund Nelke Y:4 M:5 D:12 Height/Depth of
Chest: 59.5/28. Large, medium strong, richly coloured black and gold long
stock coat female of excellent type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head.
Very good neck, high wither, good topline, slightly short but well laid croup.
Good fore where ideally the upper arm could be longer. Very good hindquarter
angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Slightly wide going,
slightly narrow coming. Should stand more correct in front. In movement shows
very good sequence of steps with very good fore and hindquarter reach
maintaining a good outline. Presented in good coat condition but could have
been a little firmer overall.
LORDAVO ROYAL SYMPHONY 16/11/17 Mr. D. Organ & Mrs. L. Organ
SCh. Jayshell Glasgow D Ch. Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze Y:4 M:2
D:14 Height/Depth of Chest:60/28. Large, medium strong substantial black
and gold long stock coat female of excellent type and proportions. Strong,
feminine head and expression, very good neck, high withers, slight rise behind,
firm back, slightly short but well laid croup. Very good fore where ideally the
upper arm could be slightly longer, very good hindquarter. Very good fore and
underchest development. Should stand more correct in front. Correct going,
slightly wide coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with
very good fore and hindquarter drive maintaining a firm outline. At times tends
to lift the front.
*KARABACH QUITE A SKYWALKER AZ 16/04/2019 Ms M Rovetto S Uk Ch
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) D Sadria Tillys Pepper Y:2 M:9 D:14
Height/Depth of Chest: 61.5/28. Oversize, black and gold long stock coat
female of very good type of slightly compact proportions. Ideally the saddle
markings could be more pronounced. Strong yet feminine head with a slight
Roman nose. Slightly short neck, high withers, good topline, steep croup of
good length. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good
underchest development. Should stand more correct in front. Wide going,
hocks to firm, narrow coming. In movement shows very good sequence of
steps with good reach and drive but could be firmer overall.
*LORDAVO DARK ANGEL 21/05/2019 Mr D Organ & Mrs L Organ S
Karabach Night Force D Lordavo Midnight Fantasy Y:2 M:8 D:9
Height/Depth of Chest: 62/28. Oversize, black and gold long stock coat female
of good type and slightly compact proportions. Feminine head with good
expression. Good neck, level wither, slight rise in the back. Slightly steep and
short croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better
angled. Good hindquarter. Good fore and very good underchest development.
Should stand more correct in front. Slightly wide going, hocks to firm, narrow
coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps where the reach and
drive should be more effective.

Long Stock Coat Challenge Bitch
Long Stock Coat Reserve Challenge Bitch
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25

LSC Best Baby Puppy
LSC Best Minor Puppy
LSC Best Puppy
LSC Best Junior
LSC Best Intermediate
LSC Best Australian Bred
LSC Best Open
LSC Best Neuter
LSC BEST OF BREED
LSC RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED

9
12
13
16
2
23
24
24
25

Stock Coat Baby Puppy Dog
28

1

VP

DERHARV DANGEROUS MAN 10/09/2021 Mrs H Kelly S Obama Du
Montgison (Imp Deu) D Derharv Pure Blonde Y:0 M:4 D:20 :
Stock Coat Puppy Dog
30

1

VP

31

1

VG

39

1

EXC

33

2

EXC

36

3

VG

37

4

EXC

FREINHAUF PREDAATOR 21/02/2021 Ms K Zimmerle & Ms J Cathie & Mrs
RT Knuckey & Mr KR Knuckey S Chili Della Valcuvia D Freinhauf Havoc
Y:0 M:11 D:9:
Stock Coat Junior Dog
BRONACRE JALAPENO CHILIPOP 23/01/2021 Mrs S Cowie & Mr J Cowie
S Chile Della Valcuvia D Bronacre Salted Popcorn Y:1 M:0 D:7
Height/Depth of Chest: 65/29. Large, medium strong, substantial black and
gold male of very good type and proportions. Strong head with dark masking
and eye colour. Good neck, high withers, good topline. The croup is of good
length but steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good fore
and underchest development. Narrow going, hocks to firm, narrow coming. In
movement shows very good reach and drive where ideally the back could be
firmer. Has a slight cast in the tail.
Stock Coat Open Dog
*CHILI DELLA VALCUVIA (IMP) 17/10/2017 K Zimmerle & M Groth & H
Green & H AND C Auwema & K AND R Knuckey S Ulkan Maikhus D Ora
Della Valcuvia Y:4 M:3 D:13 Height/Depth of Chest: 62/28. Medium size,
medium strong substantial richly coloured black and gold male of excellent type
and proportions. Strong, expressive, masculine head with very dark masking
and eye colour. Very good length of neck blended well into high withers, slight
rise behind, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Wide
going, hocks could be firmer, correct coming. Shows enthusiastic movement
with very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive, maintaining
a firm outline. Presented in very good condition.
*ALWIN VOM HAUS NESGEN (IMP GMY) 16/02/2018 Lagogsd S Hugh Vom
Eichenplatz D Wicki Vom Gilkauerta Tooth Certificate No,10130. Upper left
lateral incisors 202 & 203 removed due to accident. .Y:3 M:11 D:14
Height/Depth of Chest: 64.5/29. Above medium size, medium strong
substantial black and gold male of excellent type and proportions. Strong
masculine head with dark eye, where ideally the masking could be more
pronounced. Very good neck, high withers, firm back, good topline. The croup
is of good length but slightly steep. Very good fore where the upper arm could
be a little longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest
development. Correct going and coming. In movement shows very good
sequence of steps with good reach and drive, however could be a little more
enthusiastic.
DUX DI CASA NOBILI (IMP ITA) 27/09/18 Mrs. E Parson s & Mr. G.
Parsons S Kik Crevni Mayestoso (Imp Ita) D Asia Di Casa Nobili Y:3 M:4
D:3 Height/Depth of Chest: 66/30.5. Very large, black and gold male of very
good type and proportions and richly pigmented. Strong masculine head with
dark mask and eyes. Ears tip back. Very good neck, high withers, firm back,
good topline, just slightly short croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be
slightly better angled and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
very good underchest development. Correct coming and going. In movement
shows very good sequence of steps, balanced reach and drive however has a
tendency to lift at the front. Presented a little out of coat.
*AUST CH. ZANDRAC JAGUAR 29/04/2018 Shebelle Kennels S
Conbhairean Karlos (Imp Uk) D Zandrac Its A Love Thing Y:3 M:9 D:1
Height/Depth of Chest: 64/31. Above medium size, medium strong black and
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5

EXC
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6

EXC

35

7

EXC

gold male of very good type and proportions. Strong masculine head, good
neck, normal withers, good topline, the croup is slightly steep combined with a
high tail set. Good fore where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Wide
going, correct coming. Shows enthusiastic movement with good sequence of
steps, balanced reach and drive maintaining a firm outline.
*CH HASENWAY DADDY COOL 'A' 'Z' SWN 04/09/2018 Mr J G Strachan &
Mrs J A Strachan S Macho Vom Lamorak Ger.fh-2.Ipo3 (Imp Deu) D Zicke
Vom Feuermelder Ipo 1 (Imp Deu) Y:3 M:4 D:26 Height/Depth of
Chest:65/30. Large, medium strong, black and gold male who could be a little
more substantial overall. Good head where ideally the underjaw could be
stronger and the masking more pronounced. Normal withers, good topline,
slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
underchest development. Correct going and coming. In movement shows very
good sequence of steps with balanced reach and drive maintaining a firm
outline. Presented out of coat.
*CH JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ 04/12/2015 Mrs N McDermott S *Ch
Fremont Hells Bell Az D *Ch Jayshell Winona Az Y:6 M:1 D:26
Height/Depth of Chest: 63.5/30. Just above medium size, medium strong
substantial black and gold male of very good type and proportions. Strong
head, dark eye, the ears are set a little low. Good neck, level wither, good
topline. Just slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper
arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and
underchest development. Correct going and coming. In movement shows very
good sequence of steps and balance where the outline could be better
maintained throughout the class.
*BRONACRE POPPED TO THE MAXX 'A'Z' TD ET 04/02/2019 Mrs D
Oldfield & Mr R Oldfield S Seigen Bliss Myass D Bronacre Salted Popcorn
Et Y:2 M:11 D:26 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/31. Above medium size, medium
strong, substantial black and gold male of good type and proportions. Strong
masculine head with a slight Roman nose. Good neck, level wither slight dip
behind. Slight peak in the back. Slightly steep croup of good length. Good fore
where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Slightly wide
going, wide coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps where the
reach and drive could be more pronounced and the outline better maintained.

Stock Coat Challenge Dog
Stock Coat Reserve Challenge Dog

39
33

Stock Coat Baby Puppy Bitch
42

1

VP

BLAKNGOLD Z Z ZINGER 25/08/2021 Ms V Stocks S Lashadas Z Z Top D
Blakngold Get Rich Quick Y:0 M:5 D:5
41
2
VP
TONAKER DALLAS 31/08/2021 Mr P Flynn & Mr T Schoemaker S Alwin
Vom Haus Nesgen (Imp Gmy) D Tonaker Mollie Y:0 M:4 D:30
Stock Coat Minor Puppy Bitch
43

1

VP

45

2

VP

44

3

VP

BLUEMAX SIA 17/06/2021 Ms A BRINKWORTH & Mr P NEALE & Mrs E
NEALE S Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) D Bluemax Salted Pretzel Y:0 M:7
D:13
CINDERHOF SANSAA 12/05/2021 Mr J G Strachan & Mrs J A Strachan S
Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) D Stobar Gambaa Y:0 M:8 D:18
RANDINKA THUNDA STORM 25/05/21 Mrs. M. F. Burgess & Mr. J. C.
Burgess S Chili Della Valcuvia (mp UK) D Randinka Turkish Delight Y:0
M:8 D:25

Stock Coat Puppy Bitch

49

1

VP

BRONBOREO GINGER MEG 07/03/2021 Shebelle Kennels S Wulkano-Uno
Von Schnitzerteam D Bronboreo Ginger Nina Y:0 M:10 D:23
47
2
VP
BRONBOREO FANNY BOO 24/04/2021 Mrs T Hill S Wulkano-Uno Von
Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) D Bronboreo Vejaja Y:0 M:9 D:6
48
3
VP
LEGIONAIRE ZARA 13/02/21 Legionaire Kennels s Conbhairean Freddie
D Cinderhof Ninaa Y: 0 M:11 D:17
46
4
VP
FREEVALE UNTOLD STORY 19/04/2021 Ms N Goudey S Olymph Vom
Larchenhain (Imp Deu) D Freevale Up To No Good Y:0 M:9 D:11
Stock Coat Junior Bitch
53

1

VG

51

2

VG

52

3

VG

54

4

VG

50

6

VG

57

7

VG

FREINHAUF NIGELLA AZ 25/09/2020 Mrs T Hill S Chilli Della Valcuvia
(Imp Italy) D Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson Y:1 M:4 D:5 Height/Depth of Chest:
60.5/28.5. Very large, medium strong substantial black and gold female of
excellent type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head with very good
masking and expression. Very good neck, high withers, firm back, good topline.
The croup is of very good length and lay. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and underchest. Slightly wide going, correct coming. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps with very good reach and drive
maintaining a firm outline. Presented not in the best coat condition.
CINDERHOF ROMAA 05/10/2020 Miss J Cathie S Chili Della Valcuvia D
Vanland Ava Y:1 M:3 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest:60/27.5. Large, medium
strong black and gold female of very good type and proportions. Strong yet
feminine head with dark eye and masking. Very good neck, high withers, firm
back good topline. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the
upper arm could be a little better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and underchest development. Correct going, correct coming. In
movement shows very good sequence of steps, reach and drive maintaining a
firm outline.
WILLMAURS GIDGET GIRL 30/12/20 Mr. W.. Goodwin & Mrs. M. Goodwin
S Willmaurs Romnford Reggie D Stobar Carlotte Y:1 M:1 D:0 Height/Depth
of Chest: 58.5/28. Above medium size, medium strong black and gold female
of very good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head, good neck,
normal withers, firm back, slightly short croup. Good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and underchest development. Correct going, correct
coming. In movement shows a very good sequence of steps, balanced
movement with very good reach and drive. Presented a little out of coat.
BODECKA QUIZ 29/01/2021 Mrs J Joseph S Ch. Bodecka Grandslam D
Bodecka Mystique Y:1 M:0 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 60.5/27. Very large,
medium strong, black and gold female of very good type and proportions.
Strong but feminine head. Very good neck, normal withers, slight rise behind.
Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could
be longer and better angled and very good hindquarter. Good fore and
underchest development. Correct going and correct coming. In movement
shows good sequence of steps, very good drive where the reach could be
more effective and maintains a firm outline.
BRONACRE SCORCHED CHILIPOP 23/01/2021 Bronacre Kennels S Chili
Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) D Bronacre Salted Popcorn E.t. Y:1 M:0 D:7
Height/Depth of Chest: 57/26. Medium size, medium strong black and gold
female of very good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head, slightly
short neck, level wither. Good top line, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development. Slightly wide going,
hocks to firm, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of
steps with good fore and hindquarter drive where the back could remain firmer.
BRONACRE ICE WINTER KNIGHT A 12/09/20 Mrs. A. Mellor S Ch.
Hasenway Wild Knight (AI) ET D Bronacre Blue Ice Y:1 M:4 D:18

Height/Depth of Chest: 61/27. Very large, medium strong substantial black
and gold female of good type and proportions. Strong head with a slight
Roman nose. Good neck, normal withers. Good topline, slightly short but well
laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better angled.
very good hindquarter.Good fore and underchest. Slightly wide going, slightly
narrow coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps where the reach
and drive could be more effective and the back firmer.
58
5
VG
CH BRONACRE INDIAN SUMMER KNIGHT (AI) 12/09/2020 Mrs E Neale &
Miss V McGinty & Mr P Neale S Ch Hasenway Wild Knight (A Et D Ch
Bronacre Blue Ice Y:1 M:4 D:18 Height/Depth of Chest: 57.5/26. Medium
size, medium strong, black and gold female of very good type and proportions.
Strong yet feminine head. Good neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be longer and
better angled and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest
development. Slightly wide going, correct coming. In movement shows good
sequence of steps where the reach and drive should be more effective.
Stock Coat Intermediate Bitch
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RANDINKA HONEYSUCKLE 13/02/2019 Mr G Green S *Albata Nicco D
*Bodecka A Cut Above Y:2 M:11 D:17 Height/Depth of Chest:61/29.5. Very
large, medium strong black and gold female of excellent type and proportions.
Strong yet feminine head where ideally the mask could be more pronounced.
Very good neck, high withers, firm back, slight peak. Very good length and lay
of the croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer. Very
good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development. Correct going,
correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of steps with very
good reach and drive transmitted through a firm back. Presented a little out of
coat.
STARKHUND STRAIGHT OUTA HELL 30/01/20 Mrs. A. Barr and Mr. J.
Barr S Ch. Schaeferhund Xesko D Arristar Lyka Bat Outa Hell Y:2 M:0
D:0 Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/26. Large, medium strong black and gold
female of very good type and proportions. Very good feminine head with good
masking. Good neck, normal withers, good topline, slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be slightly longer and
better angled. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development.
Slightly wide going, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence
of steps with good reach and drive. Presented in very good condition.
BRONACRE ICE ICE MAGIC 09/12/2019 Mrs RHONDA Davison S Ch
Hasenway Wild Knight D Bronacre Blue Ice Y:2 M:1 D:21 Height/Depth of
Chest: 59/27. Above medium size, medium strong black and gold female of
very good type and proportions. Strong yet feminine head with a slight Roman
nose. Good neck, normal wither, good topline, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be slightly better angled.
Very good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest development Correct going,
hocks to firm, correct coming. In movement shows very good sequence of
steps, balanced reach and drive where the back should be firmer. She tends to
lift in the front.
SHEBELLE TINKERBELL 15/06/20 Shebelle Kennels S UK Ch
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp UK) D Grand Ch. Schaeferhund Ballleena CD
ET Y:1 M:7 D:15 Height/Depth of Chest:56/27. Medium size, medium strong,
substantial black and gold female of slightly deep proportions and good type.
Strong yet feminine head. Ideally the neck could be longer. Normal withers,
good topline, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good fore where the
upper arm could be longer. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest
development. Correct going, correct coming. In movement shows good
sequence of steps where the reach and drive could be more pronounced and
the back firmer.
BRONACRE BUTTERSCOTCH BLISS AZ CCD RN SWN 22/08/2019 Mr P
Howard & Mrs D Howard S Uk Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) D

Bronacre Salted Licorice Y:2 M:5 D:8 Height/Depth of Chest:59/26. Above
medium size, medium strong black and gold female of good type and
proportions. Strong yet feminine head with slight Roman nose and slightly
round eye. Ideally the neck could be longer. Level withers, good topline, slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Slightly short lower thigh. Good fore and slightly short
underchest. Correct going, correct coming. In movement shows good
sequence of steps where the reach and drive should be more effective and the
backline firmer.
Stock Coat Australian Bred Bitch
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1

NA

TAURORN CHARDONAY AND GUCCI 04/01/2020 Mrs M Macdonald S Uk.
Ch.conbhairean Freddie D Taurorn Take That Y:2 M:0 D:26 Height/Depth of
Chest: 58/26.5 Above medium size medium strong black and gold female of
good type. Good head and expression. Good length of neck, high withers,
slightly short slightly steep croup. Very Good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and underchest development. Wide going, correct coming. In
movement shows good sequence of steps where the reach and drive should
be more effective and the back firmer.
Stock Coat Open Bitch
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*KELINPARK ROZATA A Z 23/09/2018 Mr A Leverett S Djambo Vom
Fichtenschlag D Kelinpark Butterscotch Y:3 M:4 D:7 Height/Depth of
Chest: 61/29.5. Very large, medium strong black and gold female of very
excellent type and proportions. Feminine head with dark eye and slight Roman
nose. Good neck held a little erect. Normal withers with a slight rise behind.
Slightly steep croup of good length. Good fore where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
underchest development. Slightly wide going, correct coming. Shows
enthusiastic movement with very good sequence of steps with balanced reach
and drive and a firm back. Presented in very good condition
*BLUEMAX SALTED PEANUT 'A' 'Z' 23/04/2019 Ms A BRINKWORTH & Mr
P NEALE & Mrs E NEALE S *Bluemax Say Bombs Away (Ai) A Z D
*Bluemax Salted Pretzel A Z Y:2 M:9 D:7 Height/Depth of Chest:57/28.
Medium size, strong, substantial black and gold female of excellent type and
proportions. Strong yet feminine head where ideally the masking could be more
pronounced. Very good length of neck, normal withers, good topline and just
slightly short croup. Very good fore where the upper arm could be a little
longer. Very good hindquarter. Very good fore and underchest development.
Hocks to firm going, correct coming. In movement shows good sequence of
steps with very good reach and drive. Ideally the back could be firmer.
*BODECKA MYSTIQUE AZ 14/11/2018 Mrs J Joseph S Ch. Seigen Suris
Alfie D Bodecka Zensation Y:3 M:2 D:16 Height/Depth of Chest:61/29. Very
large, black and gold female of very good type and proportions. Strong yet
feminine head, slight Roman nose. Very good neck, normal withers, good
topline, well laid slightly but short croup. Very good fore where the upper arm
could be longer. Very good hindquarter. Good fore and underchest. Correct
going, correct coming. In movement shows good sequence of steps with very
good reach and drive.

Stock Coat Challenge Bitch
Stock Coat Reserve Challenge Bitch

71
68

SC Best Baby Puppy
SC Best Minor Puppy
SC Best Puppy
SC Best Junior
SC Best Intermediate
SC Best Australian Bred

28
43
49
53
64
67

SC Best Open
SC Best Neuter
SC BEST OF BREED
SC RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED

39
39
71

General Specials
Runner Up Best in Group 5
24

*CH MAADRICA ANYA AZ RN CCD ET TD 18/08/2017 Mrs D L Cameron S
Conbhairean Karlos D Schaeferhund Nelke Y:4 M:5 D:12

